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POWERS AND PRODUCTS OF MONOMIAL IDEALS RELATED
TO DETERMINANTAL IDEALS OF MAXIMAL MINORS
ARINDAM BANERJEE, DIPANKAR GHOSH, AND S. SELVARAJA
Abstract. Let X be anm×nmatrix of distinct indeterminates over a fieldK,
where m 6 n. Set the polynomial ring K[X] := K[Xij : 1 6 i 6 m, 1 6 j 6 n].
Let 1 6 k < l 6 n be such that l − k + 1 > m. Consider the submatrix
Ykl of consecutive columns of X from kth column to lth column. Let Jkl be
the ideal generated by ‘diagonal monomials’ of all m×m submatrices of Ykl,
where the diagonal monomial of a square matrix means product of its main
diagonal entries. We show that Jk1l1Jk2l2 · · · Jksls has a linear free resolution,
where k1 6 k2 6 · · · 6 ks and l1 6 l2 6 · · · 6 ls. This result is a variation
of a theorem due to Bruns and Conca. Moreover, our proof is self-contained,
elementary and combinatorial.
1. Introduction
The study of determinantal ideals, rings and varieties is a classical topic in
commutative algebra, algebraic geometry and invariant theory (see [8]). One im-
portant method to study determinantal ideals is to understand their initial ideals
via Gro¨bner basis. Let K be a field, and X be an m × n matrix of distinct inde-
terminates over K, where m 6 n. Set the polynomial ring K[X ] := K[Xij : 1 6
i 6 m, 1 6 j 6 n]. Let It(X) be the ideal generated by all t× t minors of X . The
homological properties of these ideals as well as Gro¨bner bases and initial ideals
with respect to diagonal (or antidiagonal) monomial orders are well understood.
Among these ideals of minors the best-behaved is the ideal of maximal minors,
namely the ideal Im(X). Let τ be a diagonal monomial order. For example, τ can
be the lexicographic term order on K[X ] induced by the order
X11 > X12 > · · · > X1n > X21 > X22 > · · · > X2n > · · · > Xm1 > · · · > Xmn.
It is well known that all the m ×m minors of X form a Gro¨bner basis of Im(X)
with respect to τ . Indeed, it is proved in [4, Theorem 0] and [23, Corollary 7.6], and
generalized in [10, Theorem 2.1] that the maximal minors of X form a universal
Gro¨bner basis (i.e., a Gro¨bner basis with respect to every monomial order). Regard-
ing powers of Im(X), in [9, Theorem 2.1], Conca proved that the natural generators
of Im(X)
s form a Gro¨bner basis with respect to τ , and inτ (Im(X)
s) = inτ (Im(X))
s
for every s > 1. For every s > 1; see also [5, Theorem 3.10] for the similar result on
arbitrary determinantal ideals It(X). But, for m > 2 and s > 1, the natural gener-
ators of Im(X)
s do not necessarily form a universal Gro¨bner basis, due to Speyer
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and Sturmfels [22, Corollary 5.6]. In other words, there are monomial orders <
such that in<(Im(X)
s) is strictly larger than in<(Im(X))
s.
The study of Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity (or simply, regularity) of powers
and products of ideals in polynomial rings has been a central problem in commu-
tative algebra and algebraic geometry. One important result in this direction was
given by Cutkosky, Herzog and Trung [12], and independently by Kodiyalam [19].
They proved that if I is a homogeneous ideal of K[x1, . . . , xd], then the regularity
of Is is asymptotically a linear function in s. This linear function behaves in the
simplest possible way when I is generated in degree m, and all its powers have
linear free resolution, i.e., reg(Is) = m · s for all s. In general, powers of an ideal
with a linear free resolution need not have linear free resolution (see [20, Counterex-
ample 1.10]). Recently, a number of authors have been interested in classifying or
identifying families of ideals whose powers and products have linear free resolution.
For example, Fro¨berg [13] characterized all squarefree monomial ideals generated
by quadratic monomials, which have linear free resolution. Later, Herzog, Hibi and
Zheng [18] proved that a monomial ideal I generated in degree 2 has a linear free
resolution if and only if every power of I has a linear free resolution. If I is a poly-
matroidal ideal, then all powers have linear free resolution, [17, Corollary 12.6.4].
It was proved by Akin, Buchsbaum and Weyman [1, Theorem 5.4] that all powers
of determinantal ideals of maximal minors of a generic matrix have linear free res-
olution. Recently, in [21, Theorem 5.1], Raicu classified the determinantal ideals
of a generic matrix with all powers having linear free resolution. We are interested
to find a family of monomial ideals (related to determinantal ideals) whose powers
and products have linear free resolution.
The asymptotic behavior of regularity also has been studied for powers of more
than one ideals in [2], [7] and [14]. For determinantal ideals, Conca and Herzog
in [11, Theorem 6.1] showed that products of ideals of minors of a Hankel matrix
have linear free resolution. Berget, Bruns and Conca [3, Theorem 4.7] proved an
extension of [1, Theorem 5.4] to arbitrary products of the ideals It(Xt), where Xt
is the submatrix of the first t rows of X . They proved that I and inτ (I) have linear
free resolutions, where I := It1(Xt1) · · · Itw (Xtw ). In [6, Theorems 1.3 and 5.3],
Bruns and Conca generalized this result further to a class of ideals that are fixed
by the Borel group. They defined the northeast ideals It(a) of maximal minors:
It(a) is generated by the t× t minors of the t× (n− a+ 1) northeast submatrix
Xt(a) := (Xij : 1 6 i 6 t, a 6 j 6 n).
They proved that, if It1(a1), . . . , Itw(aw) are northeast ideals of maximal minors,
and I := It1(a1) · · · Itw (aw), then I and inτ (I) have linear free resolutions. The
aim of this article is to prove a variation of above results. To state our result, we
introduce a few notations.
1.1. Let 1 6 k < l 6 n be such that l−k+1 > m. We denote the submatrix Ykl of
consecutive columns of X from kth column to lth column. Denote by [c1, . . . , cm]
the m × m minor det(Xicj )16i,j6m of Ykl, where k 6 c1 < c2 < · · · < cm 6 l.
The diagonal of [c1, . . . , cm] is defined to be the set {X1c1 , . . . , Xmcm}. We call the
product X1c1 · · ·Xmcm as a diagonal monomial of Ykl. Note that by a diagonal
monomial, we always mean product of main diagonal entries of some maximal
minor, not any arbitrary minor. Let Ikl be the ideal of K[X ] generated by all
m × m minors of Ykl. Let Jkl be the ideal of K[X ] generated by all diagonal
monomials (of maximal minors) of Ykl; see Example 2.1.
The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 2.10. Let 1 6 k1 6 k2 6 · · · 6 ks < n and 1 < l1 6 l2 6 · · · 6 ls 6 n be
such that ki < li and li − ki + 1 > m. Along with the notations as in 1.1, we set
J := Jk1l1Jk2l2 · · ·Jksls . Then J has a linear free resolution.
In order to prove the main result, we study certain colon ideals related to J .
We show that colon ideals take very interesting forms, and they behave nicely
for regularity. Using these results and various short exact sequences, we obtain
the main result. Our proof is self-contained, elementary and combinatorial. We
finish this section by presenting a conjecture based on the above results and some
computational evidence. In particular, this conjecture generalizes [1, Theorem 5.4]
and [9, Theorem 2.1], since Im(X) = I1n.
Conjecture 1.2. Let 1 6 k1 6 k2 6 · · · 6 ks < n and 1 < l1 6 l2 6 · · · 6 ls 6 n
be such that ki < li and li − ki + 1 > m. Set I := Ik1l1Ik2l2 · · · Iksls and J :=
Jk1l1Jk2l2 · · · Jksls . Then
(i) The initial ideal inτ (I) = inτ (Ik1l1) inτ (Ik2l2) · · · inτ (Iksls) = J , and the natu-
ral generators of I form a Gro¨bner basis with respect to τ .
(ii) It follows from (i) and Theorem 2.10 that I has a linear free resolution.
Remark 1.3. It should be observed that Theorem 2.10 and the statements in Con-
jecture 1.2 do not follow from the results of Bruns and Conca [6, Theorems 1.3 and
5.3]. For example, consider the generic matrix [X1 X2 X3]. Then the product of
ideals I12 := 〈X1, X2〉 =: J12 and I23 := 〈X2, X3〉 =: J23 is
I = 〈X1X2, X1X3, X
2
2 , X2X3〉 = J.
Clearly, I cannot be written as product of northeast ideals of maximal minors
considered in [6, Theorems 1.3 and 5.3].
2. Main Result
In order to prove Theorem 2.10, we first show that the monomial ideal Jkl as
described in 1.1 has a linear free resolution by proving that the ideal has linear
quotients. Recall that an ideal I is said to have linear quotients if there exists an
ordered set of generators f1, . . . , fr of I such that (〈f1, . . . , fu〉 : fu+1) is generated
by linear forms for every 1 6 u 6 r−1. Before proving that Jkl has linear quotients,
we illustrate an example for reader’s convenience.
Example 2.1. Let X be a 3× 8 matrix:
X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16 X17 X18X21 X22 X23 X24 X25 X26 X27 X28
X31 X32 X33 X34 X35 X36 X37 X38

 .
Setting k = 2 and l = 6, the submatrix Yk l = Y2 6 is given by the bold faced entries,
and the corresponding ideal Jk l has the form:
J2 6 =
(
X12X23X34, X12X23X35, X12X23X36, X12X24X35, X12X24X36,
X12X25X36, X13X24X35, X13X24X36, X13X25X36, X14X25X36
)
.
Denoting the generators of J2 6 by f1, f2, . . . , f10 (in order), it can be verified in
Macaulay2 [15] that
(〈f1〉 : f2) = (X34), (〈f1, f2〉 : f3) = (X34, X35), (〈f1, f2, f3〉 : f4) = (X23),
(〈f1, . . . , f4〉 : f5) = (X23, X35), (〈f1, . . . , f5〉 : f6) = (X23, X24),
(〈f1, . . . , f6〉 : f7) = (X12), (〈f1, . . . , f7〉 : f8) = (X12, X35),
(〈f1, . . . , f8〉 : f9) = (X12, X24), (〈f1, . . . , f9〉 : f10) = (X12, X13),
which shows that J2 6 has linear quotients.
2.2. Throughout, we use the following elementary facts without giving any refer-
ences. Consider some monomials g1, . . . , gu, g in the polynomial ring K[X ].
(i) The monomial g ∈ 〈g1, . . . , gu〉 if and only if it is divisible by one of g1, . . . , gu.
(ii) The colon ideal (〈g1, . . . , gu〉 : g) is a monomial ideal.
(iii) Let I1, . . . , Is be monomial ideals. Then
((∑s
v=1 Iv
)
: g
)
=
∑s
v=1(Iv : g).
Denote the ideal of K[Ykl] generated by all diagonal monomials of Ykl by the
same notation Jkl. It can be observed that having linear quotients of Jkl as an ideal
of K[X ] or as an ideal of K[Ykl] are equivalent. So in order to show that Jkl has
linear quotients (as an ideal of K[X ]), it suffices to prove the following:
Lemma 2.3. Let {f1, . . . , fr} be the collection of all diagonal monomials of X
ordered by τ , i.e., f1 > · · · > fr and J = 〈f1, . . . , fr〉. Then the colon ideal
(〈f1, . . . , fu〉 : fu+1) is generated by some variables for every 1 6 u 6 r−1. Indeed,
if fu+1 = X1c1X2c2 · · ·Xmcm, setting c0 = 0, we have
(〈f1, . . . , fu〉 : fu+1) = 〈X1b1 , X2b2 , . . . , Xmbm : ci−1 < bi < ci, 1 6 i 6 m〉 .
In the right hand side, bi is varying in between ci−1 and ci for every 1 6 i 6 m.
Proof. Fix i and bi such that 1 6 i 6 m and ci−1 < bi < ci (< ci+1). Set
g := X1c1 · · ·Xi−1 ci−1XibiXi+1 ci+1 · · ·Xmcm .
Clearly, g > fu+1, and hence g is one of f1, . . . , fu. Therefore
Xibi ∈ (〈g〉 : fu+1) ⊆ (〈f1, . . . , fu〉 : fu+1).
This proves ‘the containment ⊇’. For another containment, it is enough to show
that, for every 1 6 v 6 u, (〈fv〉 : fu+1) ⊆ (Xjaj ) for some 1 6 j 6 m and
cj−1 < aj < cj . Let fv = X1a1X2a2 · · ·Xmam . Since fv is a diagonal monomial of
X , we have that 1 6 a1 < · · · < am 6 n. Set a0 := 0. Since fv > fu+1, there
exists 1 6 j 6 m such that aj < cj and al = cl for all 1 6 l < j. Note that
cj−1 = aj−1 < aj < cj. It can be easily shown that any monomial in (〈fv〉 : fu+1)
is divisible by Xjaj . Hence (〈fv〉 : fu+1) ⊆ (Xjaj ), which completes the proof. 
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following:
Corollary 2.4. The ideal Jkl of K[X ] as described in 1.1, has linear quotients,
and hence it has linear free resolution.
Proof. The corollary follows from Lemma 2.3 and [11, Lemma 4.1]. 
The following lemma is technical and most crucial in our study. For better
understanding, we refer Example 2.6, which illustrates the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Let 1 6 k1 6 k2 6 · · · 6 ks < n and 1 < l1 6 l2 6 · · · 6 ls 6 n be
such that ki < li and li − ki + 1 > m. Suppose s > 2. Along with the notations
as in 1.1, we set J := Jk1l1Jk2l2 · · · Jksls , where Jk1l1 is generated by the diagonal
monomials {f1, . . . , fr} of Yk1l1 ordered by τ , i.e., f1 > · · · > fr. Then, for every
0 6 u 6 r − 1, the ideal (〈J, f1, . . . , fu〉 : fu+1) is generated by Jk2l2 · · ·Jksls and
some variables. Indeed, if fu+1 = X1c1X2c2 · · ·Xmcm , setting c0 = k1 − 1, we have
(〈Jk1l1Jk2l2 · · · Jksls , f1, . . . , fu〉 : fu+1) =
〈Jk2l2 · · · Jksls , X1b1 , X2b2 , . . . , Xmbm : ci−1 < bi < ci, 1 6 i 6 m〉 .
In the right hand side, bi is varying in between ci−1 and ci for every 1 6 i 6 m.
Proof. Set L := 〈Jk2l2 · · · Jksls , X1b1 , X2b2 , . . . , Xmbm : ci−1 < bi < ci, 1 6 i 6 m〉.
In view of 2.2.(iii) and Lemma 2.3, we only need to prove that
(2.5.1) (J : fu+1) ⊆ L, where J = Jk1l1Jk2l2 · · · Jksls .
So we consider a monomial f ∈ (J : fu+1). Hence, since ffu+1 is a mono-
mial, it can be written as ffu+1 = g1g2 · · · gsp for some diagonal monomials
gj ∈ Jkj lj (1 6 j 6 s) and a monomial p. Suppose g := gcd(fu+1, (g1g2 · · · gs)) =
Xi1ci1Xi2ci2 · · ·Xikcik , where i1 < i2 < · · · < ik. Then fu+1 = gg
′ for some g′
which must divide p. We show that either
f ∈ 〈X1b1 , X2b2 , . . . , Xmbm : ci−1 < bi < ci, 1 6 i 6 m〉 or(2.5.2)
g1g2 · · · gs = h1h2 · · ·hs for some diagonal monomials(2.5.3)
hj ∈ Jkj lj (1 6 j 6 s) such that h1 is divisible by g.
From (2.5.3), it follows that fgg′ = ffu+1 = g1g2 · · · gsp = h1h2 · · ·hsp, which
yields that f = (h2 · · ·hs)q for some monomial q, and hence f ∈ Jk2l2 · · · Jksls .
Thus, in both cases (2.5.2) and (2.5.3), f ∈ L, which proves (2.5.1). Suppose
(2.5.2) does not hold true. It remains to prove (2.5.3).
Each gj is a product of m many variables. Draw circle around each of these
variables in the matrix X . We do the process for every 1 6 j 6 s, and every time
we draw a new circle if there is a repetition of variable. So there might be more than
one circle around a variable. Moreover, in each row, there are total s many circles
listed as 1st, 2nd, 3rd etc., from left to right. (Possibly, jth and (j + 1)st circles
of a row are at the same point). For 1 6 j 6 s, we construct hj as the product of
m many variables corresponding to jth circles of all rows of X . It follows from the
construction that g1g2 · · · gs = h1h2 · · ·hs. We make the following statements.
Claim 1. The 1st circle in (il)th row of X is at (il, cil) for every 1 6 l 6 k.
Proof of Claim 1. Since each Xil cil divides one of gj, 1 6 j 6 s, there is a
circle around (il, cil) for every 1 6 l 6 k. If possible, suppose that the 1st circle in
(il)th row is around (il, v) for some 1 6 l 6 k, where v < cil and l is the minimum
such possible number, i.e., the 1st circle in (ij)th row of X is around (ij , cij ) for
all 1 6 j < l. Since (il, v) contains one circle, there is gj for some 1 6 j 6 s
such that Xil v divides gj. We claim that there exists Xi bi with il−1 < i 6 il and
ci−1 < bi < ci such that Xi bi divides gj. Assuming the claim, and observing that
Xi bi does not divide fu+1, it follows from ffu+1 = g1g2 · · · gsp that Xi bi divides
f , which contradicts the assumption that (2.5.2) does not hold true. It remains to
prove the claim. We may write
gj = X1b1X2b2 · · ·Xil−1bil−1 · · ·Xilbil · · ·Xmbm
for some bi, 1 6 i 6 m, where bil = v. Note that v < cil and b1 < b2 < · · · < bm. If
possible, assume that bi does not lie in between ci−1 and ci for every il−1 < i 6 il.
Hence, since bil = v < cil , it follows that bil 6 cil−1. Then, starting from il, by
using backward induction, one obtains that bi 6 ci−1 for all il−1 < i 6 il. In
particular, bil−1 < b1+il−1 6 cil−1 . Since Xil−1bil−1 divides gj , there is a circle at
(il−1, bil−1). So the 1st circle in (il−1)th row of X does not lie at (il−1, cil−1), which
contradicts the minimality of l. Therefore there is some i with il−1 < i 6 il for
which bi is lying in between ci−1 and ci. This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2. For every 1 6 j 6 s and every 1 6 i 6 m− 1, the jth circle in ith row
is on the left of the jth circle in (i+ 1)st row.
Proof of Claim 2. If possible, suppose the jth circle in some ith row is either on
the same column of the jth circle in (i+1)st row or on the right side of it. Consider
gv corresponding to each circle of the first j many circles in (i + 1)st row. Each
such gv corresponds to one circle in ith row which is situated on the left of the jth
circle of same row. Therefore, in ith row, there are at least j many circles before
the jth circle, which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Claim 2.
Claim 3. The monomial hj ∈ Jkj lj for every 1 6 j 6 s.
Proof of Claim 3. For every 1 6 j 6 s, we set
Aj := {(i, v) : 1 6 i 6 m and kj 6 v 6 lj} ,
Bj := {(i, v) : 1 6 i 6 m and 1 6 v 6 lj} and
Cj := {(i, v) : 1 6 i 6 m and kj 6 v 6 n} .
It follows from the constructions of Aj , Bj and Cj that
(2.5.4) Aj = Bj ∩ Cj ; B1 ⊆ B2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Bs and C1 ⊇ C2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Cs.
Moreover, it can be observed that (i, v) ∈ Aj if and only if the corresponding entry
Xiv of X belongs to the submatrix Ykj lj . Therefore, for every 1 6 j 6 s,
(2.5.5) the circles correspond to gj ∈ Jkj lj are placed in Aj (= Bj ∩ Cj).
Since hj is a diagonal monomial of X (by Claim 2), in view of the construction of
hj, it is enough to show that
(2.5.6) the jth circle of every row of X is placed in Aj .
In view of (2.5.4) and (2.5.5), we obtain that the circles correspond to g1, g2, . . . , gj
belong into Bj . Thus, in every row of X , at least j many circles are there in Bj.
Therefore the jth circle of every row of X must be placed in Bj . Hence, in order
to prove (2.5.6), it remains to show that the jth circle of every row of X is in Cj.
If possible, suppose that the jth circle of some ith row does not belong into Cj . It
follows that the first j circles of the ith row do not belong into Cj. So at most (s−j)
many circles of the ith row can be there in Cj. On the other hand, in view of (2.5.4)
and (2.5.5), since the circles correspond to gj, gj+1, . . . , gs are placed in Cj , at least
(s − j + 1) many circles of the ith row are there in Cj , which is a contradiction.
This completes the proof of (2.5.6), and hence Claim 3.
By Claim 3, one obtains that each hj ∈ Jkj lj (1 6 j 6 s) is a diagonal mono-
mial; while Claim 1 yields that h1 is divisible by g = Xi1ci1Xi2ci2 · · ·Xikcik . This
completes the proof of (2.5.3), and hence the lemma. 
We now give an example describing the procedure that we follow in Lemma 2.5.
Example 2.6. Let X be a 6× 16 matrix of distinct indeterminates over a field K.
We describe the matrix X by the figure below, where the horizontal lines represent
the rows of X , the vertical lines represent the columns of X , and the entries of
X are situated on the intersections of horizontal and vertical lines. We follow the
notations used in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Set (k1, l1) = (1, 12), (k2, l2) = (3, 13),
(k3, l3) = (7, 15), (k4, l4) = (9, 16) and (k5, l5) = (10, 16), which correspond five
submatrices Ykj lj of X and five ideals Jkj lj of K[X ] for 1 6 j 6 5 respectively.
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Following the proof of Lemma 2.5, in a particular situation, let fu+1, g1, g2, g3, g4
and g5 denote the diagonal monomials which are the product of entries marked as
, ⋆, ⋄, ×, • and N respectively, i.e.,
fu+1 = X11X23X36X47X58X6 11 g1 = X14X25X36X48X5 10X6 12
g2 = X13X26X37X49X5 10X6 11 g3 = X17X28X39X4 11X5 13X6 15
g4 = X19X2 11X3 13X4 14X5 15X6 16 g5 = X1 10X2 11X3 12X4 13X5 14X6 16.
Set g := gcd(fu+1, (g1g2g3g4g5)) = X36X6 11. Since g does not divide g1, we rear-
range g1, . . . , g5 as follows. Draw circle around each of the symbols ⋆, ⋄, ×, • and
N correspond to gj for all 1 6 j 6 5. Note that there are more than one circles
around the entries X2 11, X5 10 and X6 16. In each row, there are total 5 circles
listed as 1st, 2nd, 3rd etc., from left to right. For every 1 6 j 6 5, let hj be the
product of six many variables corresponding to jth circles of all six rows of X , i.e.,
h1 = X13X25X36X48X5 10X6 11 h2 = X14X26X37X49X5 10X6 12
h3 = X17X28X39X4 11X5 13X6 15 h4 = X19X2 11X3 12X4 13X5 14X6 16
h5 = X1 10X2 11X3 13X4 14X5 15X6 16.
Clearly, g1 · · · g5 = h1 · · ·h5. The first circles of 3rd and 6th rows of X are at
(3, 6) and (6, 11) respectively as shown in Claim 1. Hence g = X36X6 11 divides h1.
Moreover, hj (1 6 j 6 5) are diagonal monomials of X as shown in Claim 2. Also
h1 ∈ J1 12, h2 ∈ J3 13, h3 ∈ J7 15, h4 ∈ J9 16 and h5 ∈ J10 16 as shown in Claim 3.
The remarks below show that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 cannot be weakened.
Remark 2.7. Note that Lemma 2.5 is not necessarily true for different order of
the ideals Jk1l1 , Jk2l2 , . . . , Jksls . For example, let X be a 3 × 9 generic matrix.
Following the notations as in 1.1, consider J15 and J37. In this case, J37 =
(X13X24X35, X13X24X36, . . .) and (J37J15 : X13X24X35) 6= J15.
Remark 2.8. In Lemma 2.5, the orders k1 6 k2 6 · · · 6 ks and l1 6 l2 6 · · · 6 ls
cannot be omitted. As in Remark 2.7, consider J28 and J37. Writing
J28 = (X12X23X34, X12X23X35, . . . , X14X25X38, X14X26X37, . . . , X16X27X38),
we note that
(J28J37, X12X23X34, . . . , X14X25X38 : X14X26X37) 6= J37 + (X12, X13, X25).
We recall the following well-known facts for later use.
2.9. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of K[X ]. Then
(i) reg(I) = reg(K[X ]/I) + 1.
(ii) Suppose I is generated by homogeneous elements all of degree d. Then
reg(I) > d, and equality occurs if and only if I has a linear free resolution.
(iii) If I is generated by some variables, then reg(K[X ]/I) = 0.
Now we are in a position to prove our main result.
Theorem 2.10. Let 1 6 k1 6 k2 6 · · · 6 ks < n and 1 < l1 6 l2 6 · · · 6 ls 6 n be
such that ki < li and li − ki + 1 > m. Along with the notations as in 1.1, we set
J := Jk1l1Jk2l2 · · ·Jksls . Then J has a linear free resolution.
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on s. By virtue of Corollary 2.4, Jk1l1
has a linear free resolution. Thus, if s = 1, then there is nothing to prove. So we
may assume that s > 2, and J ′ := Jk2l2Jk3l3 · · ·Jksls has a linear free resolution,
i.e., reg(J ′) = (s − 1)m. Setting Jk1l1 = (f1, . . . , fr) as in Lemma 2.5, we consider
the following short exact sequences:
0 −→
K[X ]
(J : f1)
(−m)
f1
−→
K[X ]
J
−→
K[X ]
(J, f1)
−→ 0,
0 −→
K[X ]
(〈J, f1〉 : f2)
(−m)
f2
−→
K[X ]
(J, f1)
−→
K[X ]
(J, f1, f2)
−→ 0,
...
0 −→
K[X ]
(〈J, f1, . . . , fr−1〉 : fr)
(−m)
fr
−→
K[X ]
(J, f1, . . . , fr−1)
−→
K[X ]
Jk1l1
−→ 0.
It follows from these short exact sequences that
reg (K[X ]/J) 6
max
{
reg
(
K[X ]
(J : f1)
)
+m, . . . , reg
(
K[X ]
(〈J, f1, . . . , fr−1〉 : fr)
)
+m, reg
(
K[X ]
Jk1l1
)}
.
By Corollary 2.4, one obtains that reg (K[X ]/Jk1l1) = m− 1. Moreover, for every
1 6 i 6 r, we have
reg
(
K[X ]
(〈J, f1, . . . , fi−1〉 : fi)
)
+m
= reg
(
K[X ]
〈J ′ + (some variables)〉
)
+m [by Lemma 2.5]
6 reg (K[X ]/J ′) +m [by [16, Corollary 3.2(b)]]
= sm− 1 [being reg (K[X ]/J ′) = reg(J ′)− 1 = (s− 1)m− 1].
Thus it follows from the above inequalities that reg(K[X ]/J) 6 sm − 1, i.e.,
reg(J) 6 sm, and hence reg(J) = sm. So J has a linear free resolution. 
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